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AbstractMeasuring the similarity or distance between two sets of points ina metric space is an important problem in machine learning and hasalso applications in other disciplines e.g. in computational geometry,philosophy of science, methods for updating or changing theories, . . . .Recently Eiter and Manilla have proposed a new measure which is com-putable in polynomial time. However, it is not a distance function in themathematical sense because it does not satisfy the triangle inequality.We introduce a new measure which is a metric while being comput-able in polynomial time. We also present a variant which computes anormalised metric and a variant which can associate di�erent weightswith di�erent dimensions of the metric space.
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1 IntroductionIn many applications it is desirable to measure the similarity or di�erence betweenobjects i.e. to express it by a single numeral. Ideally such a measure has the prop-erties of a metric:De�nition 1 (metric) Given a nonempty set of objects O, a metric d is a mappingO �O ! IR+ such that for all x, y, z 2 O:1. d(x; y) = 0, x = y,2. d(x; y) = d(y; x) (symmetry),3. d(x; z) � d(x; y) + d(y; z) (triangle inequality).In the sequel, measures which satisfy only the �rst two properties are called simil-arity measures.The problem we study is the following: given some set X and a metric d on X ,how can we extend d into a metric on the set of all (�nite) subsets of X .Distances between composed objects and between sets of objects have applica-tions in many domains such as cluster analysis (e.g. TIC [2], KBG [1]), computa-tional geometry [8], machine learning (e.g. [9, ch.4], RIBL [6]), . . . .Existing proposals for measures between point sets all have some problems: someare trivial and not very well suited for applications (e.g. the Hausdor� metric),others do not satisfy all the properties of metrics (e.g. the similarity measures in[5]).In this paper we develop a measure between point sets which is a metric whileavoiding the drawbacks of the Hausdor� metric. We show that it is computable inpolynomial time.Some elementary notions about binary relations and basic de�nitions about ownetworks are recalled in section 2. The latter will be used to prove that our metric iscomputable in polynomial time. The Hausdor� metric and the similarity measuresdiscussed by Either and Manilla [5] are reviewed in section 3. Some of the latter areconcisely presented as instances of a novel general schema. In section 4, we introduceanother instance of this general schema and prove that it is a metric (satisfying thetriangle inequality) and computable in polynomial time. We develop a normalisedmetric in section 5. A generalisation of the metric which associates weights with thepoints in the set and which is better suited to measure the distance between sets ofvery di�erent sizes is developed in section 6. In section 7 some applications fromthe machine learning area are discussed. We end with a brief summary in section8. This paper is an extension of some of the material in [11].2 PreliminariesLet #S denote the cardinality of a set S; jnj denotes the absolute value of a numbern; for a relation f � A � B, f(x) denotes the set fyj(x; y) 2 fg, f(S) denotes theset fyjx 2 S^(x; y) 2 fg, #f(A) is abbreviated as #f and f�1 denotes the relationf(y; x)j(x; y) 2 fg.De�nition 2 A relation f � A�B between two �nite sets A and B is a surjectionfrom A onto B if 8(a; b); (c; d) 2 f : �a = c) b = d� and 8b 2 B; 9a 2 A : (a; b) 2 f(Fig. 1). A surjection f from A onto B is fair if 8x; y 2 B : ��#(f�1fxg) �#(f�1fyg)�� � 1, so f maps the elements of A on elements of B as evenly aspossible. A linking f � A � B is a relation such that 8a 2 A; 9b 2 B : (a; b) 2 fand 8b 2 B; 9a 2 A : (a; b) 2 f , so all elements of A are associated with at least1



one of B and vice versa. A matching f between A and B is a relation such that8(a; b); (c; d) 2 f : (a = c, b = d), so each element of A is associated with at mostone element of B and vice versa. A matching f between A and B is maximal ifthere is no matching f 0 between A and B such that f 6� f 0. A perfect matching isa maximal matching between two sets of equal cardinality.
A surjection A fair surjection
A linking A matchingFigure 1: Examples of relations between two sets.Finally, we recall some de�nitions on transport networks from [12].De�nition 3 (indegree and outdegree) If (V;E) is a directed graph and v 2 V ,then degin(v) = #fx 2 V j(x; v) 2 Eg and degout(v) = #fx 2 V j(v; x) 2 Eg.De�nition 4 (transport network) N(V;E; cap; s; t) is called a transport net-work i� (V;E) is a loop-free connected �nite directed graph with s; t 2 V , degin(s) =0, degout(t) = 0 and cap is a function cap : E ! IR+.De�nition 5 (weighted transport network) N(V;E; cap; s; t; w) is a called aweighted transport network i� N(V;E; cap; s; t) is a transport network and w is afunction w : E ! IR+.De�nition 6 (ow) If N(V;E; cap; s; t; w) is a weighted transport network, thena function f from E to IR is a ow for N i�� 8e 2 E : f(e) � cap(e)� 8v 2 V n fs; tg :Pu2V f(v; u) =Pu2V f(u; v) (if there is no edge (v; u) 2 E,then f(v; u) = 0). This is called the continuity property.De�nition 7 (value of a ow) If f is a ow for N(V;E; cap; s; t; w), then val(f) =Pv2V f(s; v) =Pv2V f(v; t) is called the value of f .De�nition 8 (weight of a ow) If f is a ow for N(V;E; cap; s; t; w), then theweight of f is w(f) =Pe2E w(e):f(e).De�nition 9 (maximal ow minimal weight ow) If f is a ow for N(V;E; cap; s; t; w),then f is called a maximal ow if for all ows f 0 for N , val(f 0) � val(f) and fis called a maximal ow minimal weight ow i� for all maximal ows f 0 for N ,w(f 0) � w(f). 2



De�nition 10 (integer ow) If f is a ow for N(V;E; cap; s; t; w), then f iscalled an integer ow i� for all edges (a; b) 2 E, f(a; b) is an integer.De�nition 11 (integer ow network) If N(V;E; cap; s; t; w) is a weighted trans-port network, then N is called an integer ow network i� for all edges (a; b) 2 E,cap(a; b) is an integer.In [10] the following theorem is proved:Theorem 1 If N(V;E; cap; s; t; w) is an integer ow network then there is a max-imal ow minimal weight ow f for N such that f is an integer ow.3 Distances between sets of pointsIn this section we discuss some existing distance measures between sets of points.The Hausdor� metric Well known is the Hausdor� metric. Given X , a set ofpoints, and d, a metric between points, dh : 2X � 2X ! IR is de�ned as:dh(A;B) = max�maxa2A (minfd(a; b)jb 2 Bg) ;maxb2B (minfd(a; b)ja 2 Ag)�While this function has all the properties of a metric, it does not take into accountmuch information about the points in the sets (it is determined by the distance ofthe most distant element of both sets to the nearest neighbour in the other set).This makes this metric unsuited for applications where one set has likely a pointwhich is very di�erent from all points of the other set as e.g. in Inductive LogicProgramming [11].Sum of minimal distance measure Eiter and Mannila [5] discuss the sum ofminimal distances similarity measure. It is de�ned as:d(X;Y ) = 12 0@Xx2X�miny2Y d(x; y)�+Xy2Y �minx2X d(x; y)�1AHowever, this is in general not a metric.Distances based on optimal mappings. Eiter and Mannila [5] also discuss afamily of Manhattan measures between sets which we can describe as instances ofthe following scheme: d�(A;B) = minr2m�(A;B) d(r; A;B)where d(r; A;B) = 24 X(x;y)2r d(x; y)35+ #(B n r(A)) + #(A n r�1(B))2 :MIn this formula, m� is a function that maps each pair (A;B) 2 2X�2X to a relationbetween A and B (a subset of A�B) and M is a constant (representing a large orthe maximal possible distance between 2 points).This means that one sums the distances of the pairs of elements which are inr and adds a penalty M=2 for each element that does not match with an elementfrom the other set.The authors discuss three instantiations:3



� m� = ms with ms(A;B) the set of all surjections from the larger of A and Bto the smaller of A and B (surjection-measure ds).� m� = mfs with mfs(A;B) the set of all fair surjections from the larger of Aand B to the smaller of A and B (fair surjection-measure dfs).� m� = ml with ml(A;B) the set of all linkings between A and B (linking-measure dl).They show that these similarity measures can be evaluated in polynomial time.They are not metrics as the triangle inequality is violated. Note that d� agreeswith d on singletons: 8x; y 2 X : d�(fag; fbg) = d(a; b).4 A metric based on optimal matchingsUsing matchings (m� = mm with mm(A;B) the set of all matchings between A andB) instead of surjections, fair surjections or linkings, one obtains another instanti-ation of the schema presented in the previous section:dm(A;B) = minr2mm(A;B) d(r; A;B)De�nition 12 A matching r is optimal for the distance between A and B i�dm(A;B) = d(r; A;B).De�nition 13 The set of all maximal matchings between A and B is denotedMaxMatch(A;B).The measure dm(A;B) is a metric for positive M . To show this result we �rstprove some lemmas.Lemma 1 If M � maxx2A;y2B d(x; y), then there exists a maximal matching which isoptimal for the distance between A and B.Proof:Assume there is no maximal matching which is optimal. Let r be an optimalmatching. As r is not maximal, there exist elements a1; : : : ; an 2 A n r�1(B) andb1; : : : ; bn 2 B n r(A) (n > 0), such that r0 = r [ f(a1; b1); : : : ; (an; bn)g is maximal.d(r0; A;B) = d(r; A;B) � n:M + nXi=1 d(ai; bi) � d(r; A;B). Hence d(r0; A;B) �dm(A;B) which is a contradiction. 2Corollary 1 With M � maxx2A;y2B d(x; y):dm(A;B) = minr2MaxMatch(A;B) X(x;y)2r d(x; y) + j#A�#Bj:M2Proof: This follows directly from lemma 1 and the observation that for max-imal matchings #(B n r(A)) + #(A n r�1(B)) = j#A�#Bj. 2Lemma 2 If M � maxx;y2A[B[C d(x; y), then dm(A;B) + dm(B;C) � dm(A;C).Proof:First we extend A, B and C with dummy elements obtaining Ae, Be and Ce suchthat #Ae = #Be = #Ce = max(#A;#B;#C). Let meAB be a perfect matchingbetween Ae and Be which is an extension of the optimal matching rAB between A4



and B. Let meBC be a similar extension between B and C. We also extend d suchthat d(x; y) =M=2 if exactly one of x and y is a dummy element and d(x; y) = 0 ifboth x and y are dummy elements. Observe thatX(x;y)2meAB d(x; y) = d(rAB ; A;B) = dm(A;B)and X(x;y)2meBC d(x; y) = d(rBC ; B; C) = dm(B;C)Let meAC = meBC �meAB . It is a perfect matching between A and C. Also here wehave that X(x;y)2meAC d(x; y) = d(rAC ; A; C)where rAC is the matching between A and C obtained when all edges with dummyelements are removed from meAC . We derive:dm(A;B) + dm(B;C) = X(x;y)2meAB d(x; y) + X(y;z)2meBC d(y; z)= X(x;z)2meAC[d(x;meAB(x)) + d(meBC�1(z); z)]� X(x;z)2meAC d(x; z)= d(rAC ; A; C)� dm(A;C) 2Lemma 3 Let d0(x; y) = min(d(x; y);M). Then 8A;B : d0m(A;B) = dm(A;B).Proof:� dm(A;B) � d0m(A;B)Let r be an optimal matching for dm(A;B). First observe that if for some(x; y) 2 r, d(x; y) �M , r can not be optimal (the matching r nf(x; y)g is bet-ter). Therefore, 8(x; y) 2 r : d(x; y) = d0(x; y) and dm(A;B) = d(r; A;B) =d0(r; A;B) � d0m(A;B).� dm(A;B) � d0m(A;B)Let r be an optimal maximal matching for d0m(A;B) (it exists according tolemma 1): d0m(A;B) = d0(r; A;B). Let r0 = r n f(x; y)jd(x; y) > Mg. Henced0(r; A;B) = d(r; A;B) � dm(A;B). 2Theorem 2 dm is a metric for M > 0Proof:The reexivity and symmetry properties are easily veri�ed. Let d0(x; y) =min(d(x; y);M). Given that d is a metric, it is easy to verify that d0 is also a metric.For all x and y, we have M � d0(x; y), so by lemma 2 d0m(A;B) + d0m(B;C) �d0m(A;C). From this we get dm(A;B) + dm(B;C) � dm(A;C) by lemma 3. 2Theorem 3 If the time to compute the distance between two points is bounded byT , then the time to compute dm(A;B) is bounded by a polynomial in #A, #B andT . 5



Proof: Let d0(x; y) = min(d(x; y);M). By lemma 3, dm(A;B) = d0m(A;B).The time to calculate all d(x; y) with (x; y) 2 A�B is #A:#B:T . Given the valuesfor d(x; y), all d0(x; y) can be computed in time #A:#B. Letd0m(A;B) = minr2mm(A;B)24 X(x;y)2r d0(x; y)35 + #(B n r(A)) + #(A n r�1(B))2 :MSince M � maxx2A;y2Bd(x; y), d0m(A;B) can be written in the formd0m(A;B) = minr2MaxMatch(A;B) X(x;y)2r d0(x; y) + j#A�#Bj:M2To compute it, one has to solve a minimal weight maximal matching problem.This can be done in a time bounded by a polynomial in #A and #B [10]. Hence,dm(A;B) can be computed in time bounded by a polynomial in A, B and T . 25 Normalised matching metric.Instance based learning systems such as RIBL [7] and clustering algorithms (e.g.agglomerative clustering algorithms using distances). make use of normalised sim-ilarity measures, i.e. measures in the interval [0,1]. In this section we develop anormalised distance between set of points based on a normalised distance betweenpoints.In some applications (e.g. algorithms for clustering where the distance betweenclusters shouldn't depend on the size of the objects) it is desirable to work withnormalised distances i.e. distances in the interval [0; 1]. Assuming a normalisedmetric between points, we derive a normalised metric between sets of points. Withnormalisation, the maximal distance between two points is 1, so M can be set to 1and the general formula for distances between sets can be simpli�ed into:dm(A;B) = X(x;y)2mAB d(x; y) + #(B nmAB(A)) + #(A nm�1AB(B))2= X(x;y)2mAB d(x; y) + #B +#A� 2#mAB2 (1)where mAB is an optimal matching for dm(A;B).We de�ne dm;n(A;B) = if A = ; and B = ; then 0else 2:dm(A;B)dm(A;B)+(#A+#B)=2 (2)Note that dm;n is normalised. Indeed, 0 � dm(A;B) � (#A + #B)=2, hence2:dm(A;B) � dm(A;B) + (#A+#B)=2.We will prove that dm;n is a metric. The approach consists of mapping the pointsets X and Y to sets A and B whose "sizes" (see below) are the cardinalities of X andY. In addition the size of the symmetric di�erence between A and B is constrainedto be proportional to the unnormalised distance between X and Y. Then it is shownthat the normalised distance between X and Y is equal to a normalised metric onA and B that is derived from the size of their symmetric di�erence.First we need some de�nitions and lemmas.De�nition 14 (size) Let U be a universe. A size is a function c : 2U ! IR suchthat 8X 2 2U : c(X) � 0 and 8X;Y 2 2U : (X\Y = ;)) c(X [Y ) = c(X)+c(Y ).6



A B
C

a b cfed gFigure 2: Figure for the proof of Theorem 4.In the sequel we consider sets in some universe U and a size function c over Uand use the notion of symmetric di�erence: A�B = (A nB) [ (B nA).Lemma 4 c(A [ B) = [c(A) + c(B) + c(A�B)]=2Proof:We have c(A[B) = c((AnB)[B) = c(AnB)+c(B) and c(A[B) = c((BnA)[A)= c(BnA)+c(A) from which we derive c(A[B) = [c(BnA)+c(A)+c(AnB)+c(B)]=2= [c((A nB) [ (B nA)) + c(A) + c(B)]=2 = [c(A�B) + c(A) + c(B)]=2. 2De�nition 15 �c;n(A;B) = if (A [B = ;) then 0 else c(A�B)c(A[B) .Theorem 4 �c;n is a normalised metric on 2U .Proof:0 � c(A�B) � c(A [ B) hence 0 � �c;n(A;B) � 1. The other properties aretrivial except the triangle inequality in case that A, B and C are non-empty.We assume that a, b, c, d, e, f and g are abbreviations for the measures of theparts of the sets as in �gure 2, i.e. a = c((A nB) n C), b = c((A \ B) n C), . . . . Weknow all those numbers are non-negative.�c;n(A;B) + �c;n(B;C) = c(A nB) + c(B nA)c(A [ B) + c(B n C) + c(C nB)c(B [ C)= a+ d+ c+ fa+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f + b+ c+ d+ gb+ c+ d+ e+ f + g� a+ fa+ b+ e+ f + b+ gb+ e+ f + g� a+ fa+ b+ e+ f + g + b+ gb+ e+ f + g + a= a+ f + b+ ga+ b+ e+ f + g� a+ f + b+ ga+ b+ d+ e+ f + g= �c;n(A;C)This proves the theorem 2Lemma 5 Let x, y, z, dxy, dyz and dzx be positive real numbers such that jx�yj �dxy � x + y, jy � zj � dyz � y + z, jz � xj � dzx � z + x, dxy + dyz � dxz,dyz + dzx � dyx, dzx + dxy � dzy. There exist a set U , a size c : 2U ! IR+and sets A;B;C 2 2U such that c(A) = x, c(B) = y, c(C) = z, c(A�B) = dxy,c(B�C) = dyz and c(C�A) = dzx. 7



Proof: It su�ces to show that c can assign non-negative values to the element-ary sets a, b, c, d, e, f and g (see �gure 2) from which A, B are C composed suchthat the stated constraints are satis�ed. In other words, it su�ces to show that theequations 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: a+ b+ d+ e = x (1)b+ c+ e+ f = y (2)d+ e+ f + g = z (3)a+ d+ c+ f = dxy (4)a+ b+ f + g = dzx (5)b+ c+ d+ g = dyz (6)have non-negative solutions for a, b, c, d, e, f and g.Combining some equations we obtain:(1) + (2)� (4) : 2b+ 2e = x+ y � dxy (7)(2) + (3)� (6) : 2f + 2e = y + z � dyz (8)(3) + (1)� (5) : 2d+ 2e = z + x� dzx (9)Notice that the right-hand side of (7), (8) and (9) are non-negative. Without lossof generality we can assume that (7) has the smallest right-hand side, hencex+ y � dxy � y + z � dyz (10)and x+ y � dxy � z + x� dzx (11)We chose e = 12(x + y � dxy) (12)which is non-negative. Using the solution for e we obtain:(12); (7) : 2b = 0 (13)(12); (8) : 2f = z � dyz � x+ dxy (14)(12); (9) : 2d = z � dzx � y + dxy (15)(12); (1); (13) : 2a+ 2d = x� y + dxy (16)(12); (2); (13) : 2c+ 2f = y � x+ dxy (17)(12); (3); (13) : 2d+ 2f + 2g = 2z � x� y + dxy (18)From (13) we see b = 0, from (10) and (14) f � 0 and from (11) and (15) d � 0.Substituting f and d we get(16)� (15) : 2a = x� z + dzx (19)(17)� (14) : 2c = y � z + dyz (20)(18)� (14)� (15) : 2g = dzx + dyz � dxy (21)From the given constraints on x, y, z, dxy, dyz and dyz, it follows that the rhsof (19), (20) and (21) are non-negative, so also a, c and g are non-negative. 2Lemma 6 If sets A and B and size c exist such that c(A) = #X, c(B) = #Y andc(A�B) = 2dm(X;Y ), then dm;n(X;Y ) = c(A�B)c(A[B) = �c;n(X;Y ).Proof:From lemma 4: c(A [ B) = [c(A) + c(B) + c(A�B)]=2It follows that c(A�B)c(A [ B) = c(A�B)[c(A) + c(B) + c(A�B)]=28



Substituting c(A) = #X , c(B) = #Y and c(A�B) = 2dm(X;Y ), we getc(A�B)c(A [ B) = 2dm(X;Y )(#X +#Y )=2 + dm(X;Y )Which is, according to the de�nition in equation 2, equal to dm;n(X;Y ). 2Theorem 5 dm;n is a normalised metric.Proof:Let x = #X , y = #Y , z = #Z, dxy = 2dm(X;Y ), dyz = 2dm(Y; Z) anddzx = 2dm(Z;X). From equation 1 at the begin of the section, it follows that dxyis bounded from above by #X +#Y = jx + yj and from below by j#X �#Y j =jx � yj. Hence x, y and dxy satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5. Also the otherconditions of this lemma are satis�ed, so there exist a size c and sets A, B and Csuch that c(A) = #X , c(B) = #Y , c(C) = #Z, c(A�B) = dxy = 2:dm(X;Y ),c(B�C) = 2:dm(Y; Z) and c(C�A) = 2:dm(Z;X).Also Lemma 6 is applicable, i.e. dm;n(X;Y ) = �c;n(A;B), dm;n(Y; Z) =�c;n(B;C) and dm;n(X;Z) = �c;n(A;C). By theorem 4, �c;n is a normalisedmetric, hence also dm;n is a normalised metric. 2Theorem 6 If d(a; b) is computable in polynomial time, then dm;n(A;B) is com-putable in polynomial time.Proof:This follows from the fact that dm(A;B) is computable in polynomial time andthat dm;n(A;B) can be computed in unit time from dm(A;B) by using its de�nition(equation 2).6 GeneralisationA weakness of the measures presented so far is that the distance between a large anda small set is largely determined by their di�erence in cardinality (if #A � #B,then d(A;B) � (#A �#B):M=2). By associating weights with elements in a set,sets under consideration can be scaled such that their weighted cardinalities aremuch closer to each other. Weights could also be used to give di�erent importanceto the members of a set.De�nition 16 (Weighting function) A function W : 2X ! (X ! IR+) is aweighting function for X.De�nition 17 (Size under weighting function) Let W be a weighting func-tion for X. Then the function sizeW : 2X ! IR+ is de�ned as sizeW (A) =Pa2AW [A](a).Example 1 The function W1 with W1[A] = f(a; 1)ja 2 Ag is a weighting functionsuch that for all objects A 2 2X , sizeW (A) = #A.De�nition 18 Let X be a set and let W be a weighting function for X. We de�neQWX = maxA22X sizeW (A).De�nition 19 (distance network) Let X be a set, and d a metric on X. Let Mbe a constant and let W be a weighting function for X. Then for all �nite A;B 2 2Xwith A = fa1; : : : ; amg and B = fb1; : : : ; bng, we de�ne a distance network betweenA and B for d, M and W in X to be N [X; d;M;W;A;B] = N(V;E; cap; s; t; w)with V = A [ B [ fs; t; a�; b�g, E = (fsg � (A [ fa�g)) [ ((B [ fb�g) � ftg) [9



((A [ fa�g) � (B [ fb�g)), 8a 2 A;8b 2 B : w(s; a) = w(b; t) = w(s; a�) =w(b�; t) = w(a�; b�) = 0 ^ w(a; b) = d(a; b) ^ w(a�; b) = w(a; b�) = M=2 and8a 2 A;8b 2 B : cap(s; a) = W [A](a) ^ cap(b; t) = W [B](b) ^ cap(s; a�) = QWX �sizeW (A) ^ cap(b�; t) = QWX � sizeW (B) ^ cap(a; b) = cap(a�; b) = cap(a; b�) =cap(a�; b�) =1.Note that the de�nition of QWX ensures cap(s; a�) � 0 and cap(b�; t) � 0.Moreover, cap(s; a�)+Pmi=1 cap(s; ai) = cap(b�; t)+Pni=1 cap(bi; t) = QWX . Hence:Proposition 1 The ow of a maximal ow minimal weight ow of a distance net-work is QWX .De�nition 20 (netow distance) Let X be a set, d a metric on X, M a con-stant, and W a weighting function for X. For all A;B 2 2X , the netow distancefrom A to B under d, M and W in X, denoted dNX;d;M;W (A;B), is the weight ofthe minimal weight maximal ow from s to t in N [X; d;M;W;A;B].Notation 1 We use Xi2f1::m;�g expri as abbreviation of mXi=1 expri + expr� and dNas abbreviation of dNX;d;M;W .Theorem 7 The netow distance is a metric.Proof: Using the notations of de�nition 19, we prove:� dN (A;A) = 0.If B = A then ai = bi and d(ai; bi) = 0. With 0-weight ows from s to aito bi to t and from s to a to b to t , a 0-weight solution is obtained sodN (A;A) = 0.� dN (A;B) = dN (B;A).This follows from the fact that the solution of a minimal weight maximal owproblem has the same weight as the solution obtained when the source andsink are reversed.� dN (A;B) + dN (B;C) � dN (A;C)Figure 3 is the distance network between A and B followed by the distancenetwork between B and C. For the latter, the nodes have been renamed intob01; : : : ; b 0. dN (A;B) + dN (B;C) is the weight of the solution of the minimalweight maximal ow problem in this �gure. Similarly, dN (A;C) is the weightof the solution of the minimal weight maximal ow problem in �gure 4.We now prove that for each ow f1 in the network of �gure 3, there existsa ow f2 in the network of �gure 4 that has the same total ow and has asmaller or equal weight.Consider a ow f1 in �gure 3. Then, let{ f2(s�; a�i ) = f1(s; ai), f2(s�; a��) = f1(s; a�), f2(c�i ; t�) = f1(ci; t) andf2(c��; t�) = f1(c�; t).{ f2(a�i ; c�k) =Pj2f1::n;�g f1(ai;bj):f1(b0j ;ck)TBj where TBj =Pi2f1::m;�g f1(ai; bj)First we prove a property of TBj :TBj = Xi2f1::m;�g f1(ai; bj)= f1(bj ; r) continuity in bj10



= cap(bj ; r) saturated to reach flow QWX= cap(r; b0j) by construction= f1(r; b0j) saturated to reach flow QWX= Xk2f1::r;�g f1(b0j ; ck) continuity in b0jNext we verify that f2 is a ow for the network in �gure 4. The non-trivialpart is the continuity in a�i and c�k. In a�i :Xu f2(u; a�i )�Xu f2(a�i ; u) = f2(s�; a�i )� Xk2f1::r;�g f2(a�i ; c�k)= f1(s; ai)� Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):f1(b0j ; ck)TBj= f1(s; ai)� Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):Pk2f1::r;�g f1(b0j ; ck)TBj= f1(s; ai)� Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj)= 0The continuity in c�k can be veri�ed similarly.The value of f2 is QWX , hence f2 is a maximal ow. Finally we show that f2has a weight smaller or equal to the weight of f1. We havew(f2) = Xi2f1::m;�g Xk2f1::r;�g f2(a�i ; c�k)w(a�i ; c�k)= Xi2f1::m;�g Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):f1(b0j ; ck)TBj w(a�i ; c�k)(since w(a�i ; c�k) = d(a�i ; c�k) � d(ai; bj) + d(b0j ; ck) = w(ai; bj) + w(b0j ; ck))� Xi2f1::m;�g Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):f1(b0j ; ck)TBj [w(ai; bj) + w(b0j ; ck)]= Xi2f1::m;�g Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):f1(b0j ; ck)TBj w(ai; bj)+ Xi2f1::m;�g Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj):f1(b0j ; ck)TBj w(b0j ; ck)= Xi2f1::m;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(ai; bj)w(ai; bj) + Xk2f1::r;�g Xj2f1::n;�g f1(b0j ; ck)w(b0j ; ck)= w(f1)This proves the theorem. 2Theorem 8 If W has integer values, then dNX;d;M;W (A;B) can be computed inpolynomial time in sizeW (A) and sizeW (B).Proof: The weights and capacities of the graph of the minimal weight maximalow problem associated with this metric can be computed in #A:#B time. Thesenumbers are all integers. The minimal weight maximal ow problem can be solvedin polyniomial time in sizeW (A) and sizeW (B) [10]. This proves the theorem. 211
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Figure 4: Network for dN (A;C)Example 2 Assume one has to choose among a number of 7 element sets the onemost representative for a 100 element set B. Without weights, only the best 7 ele-ments of B will determine the outcome. Using a weight 14 (or 15) for the elementsin the 7-element sets, an element of the small set can match up to 14 (or 15) ele-ments in B and 98 (or all) elements of B will inuence the distance to a particular7-element set. So one can expect a much better representative.7 ApplicationsAs mentioned earlier, metrics between point sets have applications in many areas. Inthis section we present some results from application domains in machine learning.7.1 The Diterpenes datasetThe diterpenes database (see [4]) describes 1503 diterpenes, which are organic com-pounds of low molecular weight with a skeleton of 20 carbon atoms. They are ofsigni�cant chemical and commercial interest because of their use as lead compoundsin the search for new pharmaceutical e�ectors. A common problem is to determinethe structure of these diterpenes. Among other methods, one possibility is to getinformation from NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) spectra. The interpretationof these spectra normally requires specialists with detailed knowledge on peak pat-terns and chemical structures. Therefore, the use of machine learning methods topredict the structure of diterpenes could save costs.Here, instance based learning will be used, a machine learning method thatdepends on the existence of a distance. Given is a set of training examples of12



diterpene NMR spectra and the corresponding skeleton types (in this database,there are 23 di�erent types). The type of new, unknown, diterpenes is predictedby comparing them to the set of known examples and predicting the same class asthe nearest (most similar) training example. The nearest example is determined bymeasuring the distance between the unknown example and the training examplesand choosing the smallest one.The description of each diterpene consists of a set of peak frequencies togetherwith their multiplicities. So, we are considering sets of points where each \point"is a tuple (frequency, multiplicity). For the distance between the points we use theeuclidean metric.The table below shows the results of our experiments on this dataset for somedi�erent instantiations of the schema given in section 3 and also the results obtainedby other machine learning systems as reported in [4]. For all systems, the accuracyis based on a tenfold crossvalidation.System AccuracyFOIL 78.3%RIBL 91.2%TILDE 90.4%ICL 86.0 %IBL - matchings 93.5%IBL - linkings 85.0%IBL - hausdor� 83.5%IBL - surjections 84.4%IBL - fair surjections 84.5%As can be seen from the table, instance based learning using matching distancesnot only performs better than instance based learning with other distances but alsobetter than other machine learning methods.7.2 The Musk datasetThe musk dataset is described in [3]. This dataset describes a set of molecules whichare judged by human experts to be musks or non-musks. Each example is a set of166-tuples. Each 166-tuple corresponds to one of the possible conformations of themolecule. We did a tenfold crossvalidation using di�erent methods. We used aneuclidian metric between the points (166-tuples). The following table summarizesthe results. Also, the results of some other algorithms are included (see [3]).iterated-discrim APR 92.4all-positive APR 80.4backpropagation 75.0C4.5 (pruned) 68.5IBL - matchings 88%IBL - hausdor� 82%IBL - linkings 79%IBL - surjections 85%IBL - fair surjections 49%Again, our metric based on matchings gives the best results for instance basedlearning. Only Iterated-Discrim APR gives better results. The latter is an al-gorithm that searches axis parallel rectangle hypotheses, using the extra knowledgethat an example is musk i� the 166-tuple of one of its conformations is in an (un-known) hyperrectangle. C4.5, backpropagation and IBL did not make use of thisinformation.
13
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